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Abstract

This study aimed to explore perceptions and experiences of Occupational Therapy and Speech-Language Therapy students regarding interprofessional supervision during an interprofessional rural schools placement. Eight participants were recruited to participate in three semi-structured, one-to-one interviews conducted by phone before, during, and after the placement. The interviews were transcribed verbatim for subsequent thematic analysis. Our findings indicate that whilst participants valued the interprofessional peer supervision afforded by interprofessional placements, they entered interprofessional placements with misguided assumptions and expectations regarding interprofessional supervision from supervisors. This appeared to contribute to their largely negative perceptions of interprofessional supervision resulting in the devaluing of interprofessional supervision now and possibly in the future. This exploratory study presents a unique insight into the limitations of interprofessional supervision, and the critical need for interprofessional supervisor training and student preparation before placements. Follow-up research is required to expand on these findings so the limitations are addressed. This may enable interprofessional supervisors to provide better learning experiences, increasing students’ acceptance and appreciation of interprofessional supervision.
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Introduction

Interprofessional learning (IPL), whereby students from different professions learn collaboratively with, from, and about each other to ultimately improve health outcomes, prepares students for interprofessional (IP) practice (World Health Organization 2010). This includes both formal structured education programs and informal learning opportunities. Nisbet, Lincoln, and Dunn (2013) suggest this latter ranges from the implicit unplanned learning that occurs between professionals (or students) to a more deliberative explicit focus on learning within the workplace where learning occurs through and is a central part of everyday work practice.

The importance of IP practice is highlighted through various initiatives to encourage IP practice (Canadian Interprofessional Health Collaborative 2010, Centre for the Advancement of Interprofessional Education 2007, Health Workforce Australia 2014). In the rural context, IP practice can overcome some of the challenges resulting from health professional shortages (Senate Community Affairs References Committee 2012). When effective, IP practice enables health professionals to meet the complex health needs of patients, thus improving their quality of care and health outcomes (Bridges, Davidson, Odegard, Maki, and Tomkowiak 2011). Conversely, poor IP practice has adverse effects on patient care (Garling 2008, Stroke Unit Trialists’ Collaboration 2013, Williams et al. 2007). A variety of factors such as devaluing of team members from other disciplines, challenging power dynamics, and poor communication make achieving effective IP practice difficult (Jenkins, Fallowfield, and Poole 2001, Kvarnstrom 2008, Suter et al. 2009).

Whilst the placement setting offers students both formal and informal IPL experiences, the discipline-specific (DS) nature of most health education placement models (Lekkas et al. 2007, Sheepway, Lincoln, and Togher 2011) limits these opportunities and therefore may hinder students’ ability to work effectively in IP teams on graduation (Baxter and Brumfitt 2008). Thus, well-designed IPL experiences are required to address these barriers and to encourage effective IP practice in the workplace. IP placements in the rural context may also encourage students to work in rural areas in the future (Mu, Chao, Jensen, and Ryveen 2004). There are several studies on the overall experiences of students on IP placements (Greenstock, Molloy, Fiddes, Fraser, and Brooks 2013, Mackenzie et al. 2007, Nisbet, Hendry, Rolls, and Field 2008). These studies focus on students’ experiences of IP communication and practice, understanding the roles of other disciplines, attitudes towards IPL, peer learning, and joint IP sessions and debriefs. Students’ reports of IP learning are typically positive (see, for example, Jones, McAllister, and Lyle 2015). However, as supervision is key to the learning of students on placements, more focus needs to be placed on exploring the requirements for effective IP supervision in the education of health students (Diack, Gibson, Munro, and Strath 2014, McCarthy 2006).

For the purposes of this article, we have adapted the Health Workforce Australia’s definition of clinical supervision to define placement supervision as the direct or indirect oversight “... of professional procedures and/or processes performed by a learner or group of learners within a (clinical) placement for the purposes of guiding, providing feedback on, and assessing personal, professional and educational development in the context of each learner’s experience of providing safe, appropriate and high quality patient-client care” (Health Workforce Australia 2014: 22). Extending this definition, IP supervision covers “supervision from educators whose profession differs from that of the students” (Chipchase, Allen, Eley, McAllister, and Strong 2012: 5). It may include facilitating IPL activities within the placement setting, mentoring students from other professions, providing feedback and/or assessing students.

Few studies (Chipchase et al. 2012, Jakobsen and Hansen 2014, Marshall and Gordon 2010, Mpofu, Daniels, Adonis, and Karuguti 2014, Nicol and Forman 2014) have explored students’ experiences of IP supervision. Those that have, report mixed views. Chipchase et al. (2012) examined Australian student and IP supervisor experiences of an IP placement in an intercultural, Vietnamese urban context. Key findings indicated supervisors required a deeper...
understanding of the different teaching and learning styles of each profession. All students commented on the need for DS supervision throughout the placement and authors emphasised the need for further research to determine the basis for this need. Likewise, Nicol and Forman (2014) in their study of facilitation practices within an IP placement in metropolitan Australia, reported students’ desire for better DS support and supervision. When discipline supervisors were present, students perceived this to be solely for assessment purposes, resulting in additional stress. Studies exploring students’ experiences of IP supervision have been part of larger studies on IP placement experiences. Marshall and Gordon (2010) explored students’ experiences of IP supervision in a National Health Service site in the United Kingdom. However, the students’ experiences of IP supervision were only briefly explored and their exposure to IP supervision was limited. Mpofu et al. (2014) investigated students’ experiences on an IP placement in an intercultural rural South African context. Student consensus was reached on the importance of aspects of IP supervision such as role-modeling, feedback, and interpersonal skills. However, widespread student dissatisfaction was reported regarding their access to IP supervision and a minority was also not satisfied with the facilitation of IP decision-making. The presence of IP tutors was considered essential for appropriate learning in a Danish study which aimed to expand an IP program to other areas of a hospital (Jakobsen and Hansen 2014). However, students were critical of organisational aspects, for example busy schedules of allocated supervisors impacting on support available.

The dynamics between supervisor and supervisee practitioners differ to that of supervisor and supervisee students. However, studies on practitioners’ experiences of IP supervision (see, for example, Bogo, Paterson, Tufford, and King 2011; Howard, Beddoe, and Mowjood 2013; Townend 2005) support findings from Chipchase et al. (2012) with respect to discipline differences in supervision. In these studies, DS supervision was considered more desirable than IP supervision as IP supervision was unable to meet all the practitioners’ needs due to differences in theory, philosophy and language use. Practitioners sought IP supervision when DS supervision was not available (Howard, Beddoe, and Mowjood 2013). Whilst some positive aspects of IP supervision have been reported, for example, increased knowledge and creativity, new perspectives and approaches, and improved critical thinking (Howard, Beddoe, and Mowjood 2013, Townend 2005), negative attitudes towards IP supervision have arisen due to the focus on administrative duties (Bogo et al. 2011).

Supervision can also be provided by peers. Placements are rich in opportunities for peer learning. Baldry Currens (2010) has described dialogic collaborations and activity-oriented collaborations between peers in peer learning contexts. These are distinct from more formal supervision, often provided by senior students to junior students (see, for example, Burch, Guthrie, Kidd, Lewis, and Smiler 2010 and Turner, White, and Poth 2012), or across peer groups at the same level (see, for example, Dowling’s Teaching Clinic Model, Dowling 2001). Such peer supervision is typically undertaken within a discipline. We are not aware of literature reporting on IP peer supervision.

There is a gap in our understanding of IP supervision from students’ perspectives, and no studies of allied health students’ experiences of IP supervision in rural placements. Furthermore, IP supervision is poorly theorized. We therefore drew on workplace learning theories to assist our understanding. Workplace IPL is informed by socio-cultural learning theories. Here, learning is viewed as social (Kaufman and Mann 2010), participatory (Elmholdt 2004), and contextual (Hager 2008). For students on placement, learning occurs as they engage in the placement through interaction with others (peers, supervisors, and other health professionals) and through participating in IPL opportunities as they arise. Learning is reinforced through individual reflection (Sargeant 2009). Billet (2001, 2009) adds another dimension to learning within the practice setting: that of affordance and engagement. Affordance refers to:

...the degree by which students are invited and supported in their learning... [including] the experiences that are provided for them, the kind of support they receive, access to activities, and guidance from more experienced and expert practitioners (Billett 2003: 833).
Engagement refers to how students engage with and take up the affordances provided (Billett 2001, 2009). Billet suggests learning is not dependent upon the affordances of the workplace “... but on how individuals elect to engage with what is afforded them” (Billett 2009: 836).

Using lenses of socio-cultural learning, reflective practice, and engagement as a theoretical frame, this study aimed to explore the IP supervision experiences and perceptions of Occupational Therapy (OT) and Speech-Language Therapy (SLT) students in rural Australia.

**Method**

This exploratory qualitative study used thematic analysis of interviews to investigate participants’ experiences of IP supervision.

**Context**

This study was conducted with students on a well-established IP student placement in schools in rural Australia. Each year, third year OT students in a four-year Bachelor degree, and SLT students in the final year of a four-year Bachelor degree or two-year Graduate entry Coursework Masters degree, are randomly allocated to this placement. The OT and SLT students attended the placement together over a six week (SLTs) or eight week (OTs) period.

The placement adopted a non-traditional model of student supervision incorporating IP supervision, in addition to DS supervision. There were two supervisors providing supervision. The SLT supervisor was experienced in the role and setting, and experienced in IP supervision, but the OT supervisor was supervising for the first time on this placement and had little experience of IP supervision. The supervisors prepared for the placement through ad hoc discussions and peer mentoring on a daily basis. Students were prepared for the placement through a comprehensive pre-placement orientation involving a three-day onsite orientation school visit and skills development sessions in the first week. This allowed students to understand placement expectations, learn how to plan DS and IP sessions, practice their assessment skills, familiarise themselves with each other and their placement locations, and learn how to manage classroom environments and how to build relationships with their clients.

Students were informed that they would receive IP supervision in addition to DS supervision due to the overlapping nature of the OT and SLT client goals. The IP supervision objectives were to foster an IP environment, encourage the recognition and valuing of the other discipline’s skills, recognise that the other discipline’s supervisor could offer supervision, and encourage IP practice. Interprofessional supervision was structured around what was relevant at the time. Students would receive up to 4 hours of IP supervision each week through direct observations, feedback, and discussions. However, this only occurred when students of both disciplines were present, thus students did not receive IP supervision every week.

Discipline-specific supervision included feedback based on direct observation as well as indirect feedback for session plans, progress reports, and reflections. Each week, students received an average of 5.5 hours of direct supervision and 1 hour of indirect supervision from their DS supervisor. Students also participated in weekly DS and IP debriefs. The purpose of DS debriefs was to discuss discipline-specific concerns, whereas the purpose of IP debriefs was to discuss peer supervision, time management, behaviour management, communication issues, and student well-being.

Occupational therapy and SLT students interacted during placement hours and out of hours. Each student had opportunities to conduct individual sessions, group sessions, and class-based sessions. Although the individual and group sessions were discipline-specific, the class-based sessions were always conducted by an OT and SLT student. These sessions ran for 45 minutes – 1 hour, and were conducted weekly. The OT and SLT students also observed and provided feedback to each other, worked from the same space, and could engage in ad hoc discussions. Individual sessions often occurred in common workspaces so students had the opportunity to observe the other discipline’s sessions. Accommodation was arranged so that OT and SLT
students lived together in 2-4 bed units. Interprofessional learning opportunities were therefore a combination of spontaneous learning through informal interactions, to more explicit structured encounters where students worked as a team to deliver a session.

Participants

A convenience sampling approach (Gravetter and Forzano 2012) was used whereby all OT and SLT students scheduled to attend this rural placement at the time of data collection were invited to take part in the study. To minimise coercion, a member of the research team unknown to the students made initial contact via email to provide information about the study. Informed consent was obtained from eight of the ten students on placement at the time: four OT participants and four SLT participants. Seven of the participants were female and one was male (this is typical of gender distributions in these disciplines). The participant numbers and disciplines were pre-determined by the normal university placement allocations.

Data collection

Data was collected through individual semi-structured interviews (Streubert and Carpenter 2011). These interviews were planned to be conducted as follows: Interview 1 - one week prior to placement; Interview 2 - during the third to fifth week of placement; and Interview 3 - one week after placement. Interviews ranged from 25 – 60 minutes (average of 33 minutes) depending on the phase of the study and the talkativeness of the participant. Interview 1 focused on previous experiences of supervision and assumptions about IP supervision; Interview 2 focused on current experiences and perceptions of IP supervision; and Interview 3 focused on later experiences and retrospective reflections. Interview guides were pilot-tested for suitability with an SLT student who had previously completed the IP placement. Due to geographical factors, all participant interviews were conducted over the phone. A total of 18 separate interviews were conducted for this study. For the OT participants, timing of Interview 1 was delayed due to delays in their recruitment, and was conducted immediately prior to Interview 2. When the SLT participants were contacted for Interview 2, three of them were unavailable. All participants were available for Interview 3.

Data analysis

Interviews were analysed to identify patterns of meaning using a standard approach to thematic analysis (Creswell 2012). A member of the research team (KY) immersed herself in the data through transcription of the interviews and repeated reading of transcripts. The data was then coded for units of meaning that were grouped and collapsed into larger codes. Another member of the research team (GN) read and independently coded the transcripts. The research team met to achieve consensus regarding the codes and collapsed them into subthemes then overarching themes. Using an iterative process (Srivastava and Hopwood 2009), the codes identified in initial transcripts were applied to later transcripts, new codes created where appropriate, and compared with earlier transcript coding. A final coding table was developed that yielded three overlapping themes. These are presented in the results of this study. An example of the coding and theming process is outlined in Figure 1.

Rigor

Scientific rigor in this study was assured through using commonly adopted qualitative research procedures (Creswell 2012), including: bracketing of prior assumptions; repeated interviews with the same participants over several weeks, and participant validation of initial data interpretation through clarification in later interviews (for example, ‘So you told me in your last interview that you received a debrief session with your interprofessional supervisor…how did that go?’); researcher immersion in the data; preliminary analysis of early interviews to inform questions for subsequent interview questions; fortnightly documented meetings of the research team during data analysis to ensure consensus on coding and thematic analysis; and illustrating the themes with participants’ words (that is, thick description).
Figure 1: Example of the coding process: grouping codes into themes and subthemes

**Theme**

**Subthemes**

**Larger Codes**

**Initial Codes**

Influence of prior experiences,

Prior experiences with IP

Preferences

Assumptions

- IP supervision is for supervisor shortages
- IP supervision is group supervision

- Increased individual contact linked with feeling supported
  - ‘Whenever I needed her help, I was able to go to her and ask and she would give me feedback on anything I needed’ (SLT 1)

- Perceived supervisor shortages
  - ‘…it’s a bit of a stretch for them having so many students and not so many supervisors… it’s hard to get placements for students… that’s why I do understand the limited hours of supervision’ (SLT 2)

- Traditional model of supervision
  - ‘…the two placements I’ve had before, it’s been, sort of the traditional model of supervision…’ (OT 2)

- Preferences

- From peers

- From supervisors

- Larger Codes

- Initial Codes

- Group supervision linked with learning different therapy approaches
  - ‘The good thing I like about the group supervision is … you get to learn about different therapy even when you’re not doing it so that is the benefit of group’ (SLT 4)
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Results

There was considerable information in the interviews pertaining to informal and incidental IP peer learning arising from students living and working together. However, as the purpose of this study was to examine experiences and perceptions of the IP supervision we have restricted data analysis and presentation to IP supervision. Much of the data in the interviews relates to IP supervision from supervisors, although participants did mention IP supervision from peers and this has been included in relevant themes below. Three overarching themes emerged from the interviews. The first theme emerged from the pre-placement interviews, which focused on participants’ previous supervision experiences and assumptions about IP supervision. The second and third themes emerged from data collected in the second and third interviews (which were combined due to minimal differences in the data) where participants described their experiences of receiving IP supervision from peers and placement supervisors, and their subsequent reactions. Differences between the disciplines were noted within the themes as illustrated through exemplar quotes from the transcripts. To ensure confidentiality and anonymity, all participants were assigned codes in exemplar quotes and any other names or locations were de-identified.

Theme one: Influence of prior experiences, preferences and assumptions

Prior experiences of IP supervision

From peers

SLT participants had no previous experience with IP supervision from peers but did have prior experience of DS peer and group supervision in earlier years of their degree. Some reflected on this in their first interview:

One of them was a group setting so I had one supervisor who was um overseeing four students at the same time or two at the same time and that was in a school setting and umm so we also had, so we had a supervision in that way but we also had personal feedback as well as group feedback for that placement (SLT 3).

The good thing I like about the group supervision is that you get to hear about the other clients so you get to learn about different therapy even when you’re not doing it so that is the benefit of group (SLT 4).

However, due to curriculum design factors, the OT participants had no prior experience of DS or IP peer supervision and did not offer comments in the interviews.

From supervisors

Neither OT nor SLT participants had any previous experiences with IP supervision. All of the prior experiences described were of a traditional model of DS supervision, which included one-to-one supervision and in-depth feedback:

…the two placements I’ve had before, it’s been, sort of the traditional model of supervision… I follow someone, and observe what they do … do some aspects of their job, but still under their supervision (OT 2).
Whenever I needed her help, I was able to go to her and ask and she would give me feedback on anything I needed (SLT 1).

Preferences

Participants all preferred a traditional model of DS supervision where supervision was provided by their own discipline and on a one-to-one basis. Participants linked increased individual supervision with ‘feeling supported in our role’ (SLT 3). This preference for traditional supervision was emphasised when discussing the limited hours of supervision they anticipated on the upcoming placement. However the reasons for their preference differed for each discipline. The OT participants favored more traditional supervision due to their limited overall placement experience:

I guess just having an OT as a discipline-specific supervisor … would be helpful … to get that reinforcement of the same education (OT 1).

On the other hand, the SLT participants wanted more traditional supervision as they had mainly received group feedback on previous placements:

…the group supervision I’ve had in the past, I haven’t really found them that helpful, I do prefer that one-on-one supervision (SLT 4).

Assumptions

When asked to describe what they anticipated IP supervision would entail, participants expressed a variety of assumptions. Some SLT participants thought they might be ‘doing some OT work’ (SLT 1) and receiving ‘feedback that’s more from the group’s perspective’ (SLT 4) whereas others ‘didn’t really think about it too much’ (OT 3). Many of the participants from both disciplines assumed IP supervision would not fit their discipline’s framework:

…it’s difficult if that’s the only supervision you’re getting to put that into your framework of learning and thinking (OT 1).

Participants voiced concern that the IP supervisor would have conflicting priorities and expectations to their DS supervisor, and that this may negatively affect DS learning:

[IP supervisor] might not be able to comment or might focus on different things … wanting different expectations from the therapy … I feel it’s not in my scope of practice… even just language they’re using might be different (SLT 4).

Many participants associated IP supervision with less supervision. One participant erroneously suggested that the purpose of IP supervision was to make up for supervisor shortages highlighting the participants’ limited understanding of IP supervision:

…it’s a bit of a stretch for them having so many students and not so many supervisors… it’s hard to get placements for students… that’s why I do understand the limited hours of supervision (SLT 2).

Theme two: Experience of interprofessional supervision

Experience of IP supervision from peers

Having ‘interdisciplinary student peers supervising us’ (OT 1) was commonly reported by the students. Sometimes this supervision took the form of unstructured feedback provided by one peer to another, after observing the peer conduct intervention with a child or a classroom session:
I think in peer supervision, you can get great things, like people can be you know affirm some things or say “you know I really didn’t think that worked very well” but sometimes there’s that “oh I didn’t think that went very well” or “something was going wrong there but I can’t put my finger on it” (OT 2).

On other occasions, peer supervision was more structured:

There’s a peer supervision form that one of the OT students filled out while observing me do a half hour assessment. Then she gave that feedback in the group debrief (SLT 3).

**Experience of IP supervision from supervisors**

**Experience of ‘generic’ feedback**

Participants frequently described IP feedback they received from supervisors as: ‘general’ (SLT 3), ‘generic’ (SLT 2), and ‘of all the same kind’ (OT 2) as it focused on behavior management and ‘professional skills’ (OT 1). One participant described it as:

…very generic, you know “great rapport building skills” … the basic kind of generalised things you need to be a health professional … it’s definitely different with discipline-specific [supervision] (OT 3).

Weekly IP debriefs were facilitated by both the OT and SLT supervisors. Some of the participants acknowledged benefits such as getting to ‘hear feedback of other sessions, how they worked, their thoughts ... constructive criticism’ (OT 4). However the majority of the OT participants stressed they were not helpful and that they ‘couldn’t understand’ (OT 2) as the discussions often became SLT focused.

**Limited interprofessional supervision of speech-language therapy participants**

The SLT participants reported receiving limited or no IP supervision, with the IP feedback viewed as having little benefit. The participants concluded that this experience was due to the OT supervisor’s inexperience in giving IP supervision:

I didn’t receive for example constructive criticism … she hasn’t really had that much time to settle into the program … I don’t think she’s had lots of experience (SLT 2).

All SLT participants expressed little benefit from having joint IP debriefs. They felt there was limited input from the OT (IP) supervisor, and preferred to focus on DS topics. This resulted in a preference for DS supervision:

I didn’t find the inter-disciplinary [debriefs] that helpful (SLT 3).

…the speech [supervisor] will kind of just lead the conversation… the OT supervisor… will just say “no, I’ll talk about it in our discipline-specific debrief” so she doesn’t really say anything to the ‘speechies’ (SLT 1).

**Inconsistencies in supervision**

The OT participants experienced conflicting expectations from their DS and IP supervisors with OT 1 saying ‘[the IP supervisor] has such high standards that it’s intimidating’. This resulted in a prioritising of the DS supervisor’s instructions as they were viewed as ‘way more realistic’ (OT 2).
Theme three: Reaction to interprofessional supervision

Reaction to IP supervision from peers

Students mostly reported positive reactions to IP supervision from peers:

It was very helpful to have a peer supervise you. ... So I think getting into more specific things was difficult but it was helpful to have a peer concern and help you build your confidence when your supervisor wasn't there (OT 3).

[I got] some different ideas, how to do things, I can be like “oh, that’s a lot better than how I was teaching” so that’s good, things like that, so, I’m happy to have it (OT 4).

Some students had slightly less positive reactions to peer supervision:

it became quite informal and I didn’t receive much feedback from an interdisciplinary peer, which wasn’t due to anything [unintelligible], it was just the way it turned out, it just happened that it didn’t end up getting discussed (SLT 2).

Reaction to IP supervision from supervisors

Relationship with other discipline supervisor

The OT participants felt their IP supervisor could only provide an ‘outsider viewpoint’ (OT 3) and an ‘outside opinion’ (OT 2), with feedback negatively received due to the belief that it did not fit their discipline’s framework, clinical reasoning and approach to care. This resulted in concerns that the IP supervisor did not have the training as an outsider to understand their discipline and thus was unable to help them improve their DS practice.

I can’t ask them what they think, like in terms of OT objectives… [the IP supervisor] still doesn’t have the background and the training to know exactly what we might be looking for, or get a feel for what the problems might be, or what the appropriate solutions might be … she can give generic feedback, but it’s not, necessarily gonna help me improve … my occupational therapy specific practice (OT 2).

Interprofessional supervision seen as secondary to discipline-specific supervision

As the IP supervisor wouldn’t be assessing the participants’ placement performance, the participants felt the presence of their DS supervisor was more ‘helpful … knowing that that supervisor is gonna be evaluating you at the end of prac’ (OT 3). Thus the participants ‘felt more pressure to do the [DS] stuff well’ (OT 3).

The SLT participants frequently compared their DS supervisor with their IP supervisor who was considered less experienced. This resulted in negative attitudes towards their IP supervisor, encouraging their preference for and reliance on DS supervision:

…we hadn’t gotten much, well any supervision from her… it was quite disappointing that she didn’t just stay an extra half an hour and watch us instead of going back to the room and sitting down and wait for us to come back … with OT related [issues], we talked about it in our discipline-specific [supervision] … it’s stuff that our [SLT supervisor] was able to answer (SLT 1).

Devaluing of interprofessional supervision

Due to the generic nature of IP feedback, some participants felt it ‘wasn’t necessarily relevant’ (OT 1) or was something ‘anyone could have given’ (OT 2):
...it doesn’t really matter who, which disciplines [do] that ... ‘cause they’re just the baseline things that you need for being a professional (OT 3).

For some participants, the benefit of IP supervision was that it was better than nothing:

…it allowed for you to get more supervision when [DS supervision] wouldn't be there (OT 1).

One participant simply viewed IP supervision as a convenience as it freed up time within her DS supervision to focus on ‘the nitty gritty’ [OT] issues:

…we didn’t have to waste our time so to speak, talking about generic stuff to our discipline-specific supervisor, ‘cause the time we had with her was really precious (OT 2).

Discussion

This study explored students’ perceptions and experiences of IP supervision provided by peers and supervisors in a rural setting, and identified three main themes: the influence of students’ prior experiences, preferences, and assumptions; students’ experiences of IP supervision; and students’ subsequent reactions to interprofessional supervision. Few studies have investigated IP supervision from students’ perspectives. By understanding students’ experiences and perceptions of IP supervision, we can identify current limitations and better prepare supervisors to provide more effective IP supervision. This may improve students’ experiences and acceptance of IP supervision, and thus their learning. Our findings revealed that most discussion in interviews focused on IP supervision from supervisors and not IP peer supervision. Our findings indicated that students entering IP placements had little experience with either IP peer supervision or IP supervision from supervisors. Whilst they reported positive experiences and reactions to IP peer supervision, the data revealed assumptions and expectations regarding IP supervision from supervisors that were not aligned with the intent of the program. For example, IP supervision was used for sound educational reasons and not, as some students assumed, because of supervisor shortages. These misguided assumptions and expectations amplify students’ largely negative experiences and reactions to IP supervision, and result in a devaluing of IP supervision overall. This is significant as it may negatively impact on students’ acceptance of IP supervision now and possibly in the future.

Our findings, when viewed through a socio-cultural learning lens assist us to unpack the different experiences and reactions found between peer and supervisor IP supervision. Students likely developed a social connectedness with each other through living and working closely together within a rural placement environment. Structures were in place (for example, feedback forms) to assist students with peer supervision. Furthermore, peer supervision was already part of SLT supervisory culture, so peer IP supervision was arguably more readily accepted by the SLT students. Hence learning became situated within a participatory, social and contextual environment (Kaufman and Mann 2010). However, for IP supervision from supervisors, student connectedness was not sufficient when less desirable elements of the environment or culture prevailed. For example, having inexperienced IP supervisors or disciplinary preferences for style of supervision, negatively impacted on student experiences. Prior experiences of supervision together with the affordances offered (or in our study, not offered) within the workplace appeared to impact on students’ level of engagement with IP supervision from supervisors. However, how much one influenced the other is unclear and warrants further study to clarify Billet’s notion of agentic learners electing to engage independent of the affordances offered (Billett 2009).

Our findings of misguided assumptions and expectations regarding IP supervision from supervisors are consistent with research on practitioner perspectives of IP supervision (Townend 2005), and highlight the current inadequacy in student preparation for IP supervision.
Participants on this placement were only prepared through an explanation given during a pre-placement orientation. Regular planned IP supervision with a range of agreed objectives may have facilitated more acceptance of IP supervision.

The devaluing of IP supervision, when provided by someone perceived as inexperienced in IP supervision, intensified the participants’ desire for experienced IP supervisors and for DS supervision. This is supported by previous research (Chipchase et al. 2012, Jakobsen and Hansen 2014). Although the IP placement had been running for a number of years, the supervisors had received minimal training in IP supervision. Elements considered important for effective IP supervision include: having knowledge of health professional roles and an understanding of current professional practice issues, understanding and responding to group dynamics, managing differences of opinion, staying professionally neutral, and supporting the process of IPL (Bray 2008, Freeman, Wright, and Lindqvist 2010, Freeth, Hammick, Reeves, Koppel, and Barr 2005, Oandasan and Reeves 2005). Had the supervisors received training and the OT supervisor been experienced in IP supervision, the outcomes of this study may have differed.

The participants’ report of conflicting IP and DS expectations may be due to the different supervisory cultures and learning expectations of each discipline, as also noted by Chipchase et al. (2012). Preparation of supervisors for IP supervision should include understanding of the different disciplines’ supervisory cultures and learning expectations so IP supervision is tailored to each discipline. This may also improve participants’ acceptance of IP feedback and reduce their perception of receiving ‘generic’ IP feedback.

Participants’ negative responses to ‘generic’ IP feedback from supervisors, also identified by Bogo et al. (2011), and the tendency for SLT participants to move into DS topics during IP debriefs with supervisors suggest that the current focuses of IP supervision and IP debriefs did not meet participant learning needs. Participants may hold this view due to the DS nature of the placement preparation and orientation. Including more IPL opportunities within the curriculum may begin to challenge their disciplinary culture and learning expectations, thus increasing their acceptance and appreciation of IP supervision. The students’ attitudes towards IP debriefs may also improve if supervisors provide structured IP debriefs, facilitate participant discussions on IP issues, and encourage students to make unique contributions so debriefs are viewed as relevant to them.

This study has a number of limitations. As this study was limited in timeframe (six to eight weeks), it presents the experiences and interpretations of a small cohort of students. Similar to Chipchase et al. (2012), this study had a small sample size with one male participant, however the gender imbalance reflects the OT and SLT workforce demographics in Australia. It was not within the scope of our study to include IP supervisors’ experiences. Had their experiences been included and triangulated with students’ experiences, our interpretations of the findings and recommendations may have been different. This could be a focus of future research. Had we been able to collect data throughout the year, we may have been able to track changing student perceptions as the OT supervisor became more experienced in IP supervision. Further research could focus how to eliminate the perception of ‘generic’ IP feedback by investigating what students think would be of benefit in IP supervision; the disciplinary differences in supervisory cultures and learning expectations; and the effects of supervisor training in IP supervision and student preparation to receive IP supervision. Our findings also highlight the potential for IP supervision from peers. This warrants further study to build on the positive experiences reported in this study.

Conclusion

This exploratory study provides insights into students’ experiences and perceptions of IP supervision before, during, and after an IP placement, and is the first study to explore this in schools and with people in their own country. This study has identified some important
considerations in the provision of IP supervision to IP student groups. Students need to be prepared to enter IP placements with appropriate assumptions and expectations regarding IP supervision, to avoid negative experiences of IP supervision, and devaluing and resistance towards IP supervision. These findings provide a unique insight into the potential limitations of IP supervision, and the critical need for training of IP supervisors and student preparation before placements with IP supervision.
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Appendix 1

Interview 1

- Tell me about the supervision you’ve had to date whilst on clinical placement
- What is your preferred style of supervision?
- What do you think interprofessional supervision is?
- Have you had any experience with interprofessional supervision?
- How does the definition/your experience of interprofessional supervision contrast with your uni-disciplinary supervision?
- What are your expectations of interprofessional supervision?
- What do you think might be the challenges of interprofessional supervision?
- What do you think are the benefits of interprofessional supervision?

Interview 2

- Can you describe an experience you’ve had of interprofessional supervision since being on this placement?
- Is the interprofessional supervision you have received different to what you were expecting?
- From what you’ve experienced so far, how does interprofessional supervision compare with uni-disciplinary/profession-specific supervision?

Interview 3

- So now that you’ve had a lot more experience with interprofessional supervision, tell me about an incident that really illustrates your experience of interprofessional supervision?
- Overall, how has this experience of supervision compared to supervision on other placements you’ve experienced?
- In our first interview you talked about IP supervision as being xxxx. What do you think interprofessional supervision is now?
- What advice so you have for future students who will receive interprofessional supervision?